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N E W  D E S I G N S  F O R



N E W  A D V E N T U R E S



When you’re out on the road, all you should be thinking about is what’s over the next horizon. With First Gear, 

you can forget the forecast and ride knowing you’re protected and comfortable. We’ve revamped our whole 

line to keep you warm in icy landscapes, cool when temperatures rise, and above all, protected. From our high-end 

performance jackets, pants and gloves to our durable, aero-dynamic helmets, we’ve re-imagined every aspect 

to give you confidence so you can focus on the journey. Welcome to the new First Gear.
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Newly redesigned with lightweight yet durable materials to protect you 

from the elements with maximum movement and comfort.

M E N ’ S  J A C K E T S
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MEN’S KILIMANJARO 2.0 JACKET 
The Kilimanjaro™ 2.0 jacket is a high-end, waterproof, breathable 
performance shell jacket that creates the optimum micro-climate for 
your journey. Blending lightweight flexibility and abrasion-resistance, 
it keeps you protected without weighing you down.

FEATURES:
- Reflective panels on both front and back of jacket
- Removable waterproof liner 
- Adjustable pockets allow fine tuning of armor placement
- Adjustable collar 
- Two-position magnetic collar closure
- Intake and exhaust zip vents to regulate body temperature
- Action back design 
- Ergonomic jacket to pant zipper interface

TECHNOLOGY:
- SAS-TEC CE level 2 shoulder, elbow, and back protection 
- Constructed with 100% waterproof materials
- Designed for seamless integration with First Gear Heated Gear

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
-Two-way CNT8 YKK zipper gauntlet closure with zipper garage
-Interior drawstring waist pulls
-Hook and loop adjustments on waist, forearm, and biceps for secure fit
-Four exterior pockets - two chest, two hand
-Left hand pocket with pass through grommet for heated gear controller
-Two interior chest pockets
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RETAIL $459.95
SM 525811 GRAY/BLACK
M 525812 GRAY/BLACK  
L  525813 GRAY/BLACK  
XL 525814 GRAY/BLACK  
2XL 525815 GRAY/BLACK  
3XL 525816 GRAY/BLACK  
LT 525817 GRAY/BLACK  
XLT 525818 GRAY/BLACK  
2XLT 525819 GRAY/BLACK  

SM 525820 BLUE/BLACK 
MD 525821 BLUE/BLACK  
LG 525822 BLUE/BLACK  
XL 525823 BLUE/BLACK 
2XL 525824 BLUE/BLACK  
3XL 525825 BLUE/BLACK  
LT 525826 BLUE/BLACK  
XLT 525827 BLUE/BLACK
2XLT 525828 BLUE/BLACK 
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RETAIL $449.95
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MEN’S KATHMANDU 2.0 JACKET 
The Kathmandu 2.0 jacket was intelligently designed to protect you as 
you charge over the next horizon. With a waterproof yet breathable shell, 
it’s tough enough for the Himalayas and cool enough for the Sahara. It’s 
lightweight and comfortable with ample storage that allows for quick and 
easy access to what you need while keeping it dry on any journey.

FEATURES:
- Reflective panels on both front and back of jacket
- Removable waterproof liner
- Adjustable pockets allow fine tuning of armor placement
- Adjustable collar 
- Two-position magnetic collar closure
- Intake and exhaust zip vents to regulate body temperature 
- Action back design
- Ergonomic jacket to pant zipper interface 
- Front and rear cargo dry pockets 

TECHNOLOGY:
- SAS-TEC CE level 2 shoulder, elbow, and back protection 
- Constructed with 100% waterproof materials
- Designed for seamless integration with First Gear Heated Gear

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
- Two-way CNT8 YKK zipper gauntlet closure with zipper garage
- Interior drawstring waist pulls
- Hook and loop adjustments on waist, forearm, and biceps for secure fit
- Left hand pocket with pass through grommet for heated gear controller
- Two interior chest pockets
-  Two shoulder intake vents. two chest intake vents, 

two back of shoulder exhaust vents
- Dual access cargo hand pockets
- Two chest pockets
- Rear cargo pocket
- Additional foam padding in shoulder and elbow

SM 525861 GRAY/BLACK
M 525862 GRAY/BLACK  
L  525863 GRAY/BLACK  
XL 525864 GRAY/BLACK  
2XL 525865 GRAY/BLACK  
3XL 525866 GRAY/BLACK  
LT 525867 GRAY/BLACK  
XLT 525868 GRAY/BLACK  
2XLT 525869 GRAY/BLACK  

SM 525870 SAND/BLACK 
MD 525871 SAND/BLACK  
LG 525872 SAND/BLACK  
XL 525873 SAND/BLACK 
2XL 525874 SAND/BLACK  
3XL 525875 SAND/BLACK  
LT 525876 SAND/BLACK  
XLT 525877 SAND/BLACK
2XLT 525878 SAND/BLACK 
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Comfort, protection and utility were re-imagined with our new line of pants that are made for adventure.

M E N ’ S  P A N T S
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Comfort, protection and utility were re-imagined with our new line of pants that are made for adventure.

MEN’S KILIMANJARO 2.0 PANTS
The Kilimanjaro™ 2.0 pants give you protection and utility for every 
journey you take on. Designed to be worn either as over-pants or 
stand-alone pants, their high-end technical features keep you dry and 
comfortable. Perfect for touring, adventure touring and sport touring, 
you’ll feel confident no matter the elements.

FEATURES:
- Reflective panels on front and side of pant
- Removable mesh bib
- Adjustable pockets allow fine tuning of armor placement
- Adjustable pant cuffs
- Stretch knee panels for max comfort and movement
- Intake and exhaust zip vents
- Hip to cuff side zip with storm flap
- Ergonomic jacket to pant zipper interface 

TECHNOLOGY:
- SAS-TEC CE level 2 knee and hip protection
- Constructed with 100% waterproof materials
- Designed for seamless integration with First Gear Heated Gear
- Integrated boot gaiter

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
- Hook and loop adjustment on calf and waist for secure fit
- Fly gusset with CNT8 YKK zipper
- Two waist pockets
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RETAIL $399.95
30 525829 BLACK
32 525830 BLACK  
34  525831 BLACK  
36 525832 BLACK  
38 525833 BLACK  
40 525834 BLACK  
42 525835 BLACK
44 525836 BLACK

46 525837 BLACK
48 525838 BLACK  
34T  525839 BLACK  
36T 525840 BLACK  
38T 525841 BLACK  
40T 525842 BLACK  
42T 525843 BLACK
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MEN’S KATHMANDU 2.0 PANTS 
The Kathmandu pants pair with our Kathmandu jacket to create 
a two-piece suit that can handle any elements. Designed as over-pants, 
they are sized to fit over your normal, everyday clothes. With a 
waterproof shell, multiple storage pockets and stretch panels, they 
keep you comfortable yet protected as you ride beyond the horizon.

FEATURES:
- Reflective panels on front and side of pant
- Removable mesh bib
- Adjustable pockets allow fine tuning of armor placement
- Adjustable pant cuffs
- Stretch knee panels for max comfort and movement
- Intake and exhaust zip vents to regulate body temperature 
- Hip to cuff side zip with storm flap for easy access
- Ergonomic jacket to pant zipper interface 
- Cargo dry pockets

TECHNOLOGY:
- SAS-TEC CE level 2 knee and hip protection
- Constructed with 100% waterproof materials
- Designed for seamless integration with First Gear Heated Gear
- Integrated boot gaiter

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
- Hook and loop adjustment on calf and waist for secure fit
- Fly gusset with CNT8 YKK zipper
- Pass through waist pockets
- Two cargo pockets
- Additional foam padding in knee
- Oversized thigh vent with hook and loop locking feature

RETAIL $399.95
30 525879 BLACK
32 525880 BLACK  
34  525881 BLACK  
36 525882 BLACK  
38 525883 BLACK  
40 525884 BLACK  
42 525885 BLACK
44 527003 BLACK

46 527004 BLACK
48 527005 BLACK  
34T  525886 BLACK  
36T 525887 BLACK  
38T 527006 BLACK  
40T 527007 BLACK  
42T 527008 BLACK
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RETAIL $299.95
SM 525889 GRAY/BLACK
M 525890 GRAY/BLACK  
L  525891 GRAY/BLACK  
XL 525892 GRAY/BLACK  
2XL 525893 GRAY/BLACK  
3XL 525888 GRAY/BLACK  
 

SM 525894 BLUE/BLACK 
MD 525895 BLUE/BLACK  
LG 525896 BLUE/BLACK  
XL 525897 BLUE/BLACK 
2XL 525898 BLUE/BLACK  
3XL 525899 BLUE/BLACK   

15

THERMOSUIT 2.0
The Thermosuit 2.0 is a legendary, one piece, 100% waterproof 
suit. An all-in-one solution, it keeps you completely protected no 
matter the elements. From frigid, wintry mountain peaks to dry, 
sunny valleys, you’ll be completely comfortable on your journey. 
Use the adjustable collars, cuffs and waist to fit it the way you 
want and the take advantage of tactical, waterproof pockets to 
keep your gear dry and easily accessible.

FEATURES:
-Reflective panels on the back of the suit
-Adjustable collar 
-Two-position magnetic collar closure
-Waterproof pockets angled for ease-of-use while riding 
-Fully adjustable waist for ultimate fit
-Thigh length side zip with storm flap for easy access

TECHNOLOGY:
-Integrated boot gaiter
-Constructed with 100% waterproof materials
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Our newly designed gloves offer warmth and comfort, 

and most importantly, they keep out the elements or 

any debris that comes your way. The only thing 

you feel is the how your bike handles the road.

M E N ’ S  G L O V E S

RETAIL $79.95
SM 527545 BLACK
M 527546 BLACK  
L  527547 BLACK  
XL 527548 BLACK
2XL 527549 BLACK

HIMALAYAN LONG GLOVE 
The perfect combo of protection and insulation. This 
leather glove features a 3-layer Hipora membrane 
that keeps moisture out. Extra padding in the palm 
and back of hand and TPU sliders in the fingers add 
protection without weighing you down. The longer 
length gives you maximum coverage.

FEATURES:
- 100% leather glove
- 100% waterproof with Hipora system
- D3O padded knuckles
- Padded palm and back of hand
- Reinforced palm applique
- TPU sliders on the fingers
- Gusseted gauntlet closure with hook and loop
- Hook and loop wrist closure with gathered stretch
- Reflective branding

17

HIMALAYAN SHORT GLOVE 
A shorter cut keeps you agile while offering warmth and 
shielding you from the elements. The Hipora system keeps 
out any rain or winter moisture while the extra padding 
and reinforced fingers add the protection you need. 

FEATURES:
- 100% leather glove
- 100% waterproof with Hipora system
- D3O padded knuckles
- Padded palm and back of hand
- Reinforced palm applique
- TPU sliders on the fingers
- Gauntlet closure with hook and loop
- Gathered stretch at wrist
- Reflective branding

RETAIL $69.95
SM 527551 BLACK
M 527552 BLACK  
L  527553 BLACK  
XL 527554 BLACK
2XL 527555 BLACK



THERMODRY LONG TEXTILE GLOVE 
Staying dry means longer rides. Blending leather and 
nylon with a waterproof Hipora system, you stay protected 
from wind and rain. Silicone print on the fingers give you 
extra grip while the padded knuckles and back of hand 
shield you from road debris. 

FEATURES:
- Ax Laredo synthetic leather and ripstop nylon construction
- Silicone print on the fingers for extra grip
- Padded palm, knuckles, and back of hand
- Reinforced palm applique
- 100% waterproof with Hipora system
- Gusseted gauntlet closure with hook and loop
- Hook and loop wrist closure with gathered stretch
- Reflective branding

THERMODRY SHORT TEXTILE GLOVE 
Keep out the elements while increasing mobility. 
The shorter cut gives you a flexible fit while the Hipora 
system keeps out the elements. Extra padding on the 
palm keeps your hands comfortable for longer journeys. 

FEATURES:
- Ax Laredo synthetic leather and ripstop nylon construction
- Silicone print on the fingers for extra grip
- Padded palm, knuckles, and back of hand
- Reinforced palm applique
- 100% waterproof with Hipora system
- Rib knit cuff
- Hook and loop wrist closure with gathered stretch
- Reflective heat transfer

RETAIL $69.95
SM 527556 BLACK
M 527557 BLACK  
L  527558 BLACK  
XL 527559 BLACK
2XL 527560 BLACK

RETAIL $49.95
SM 527561 BLACK
M 527562 BLACK  
L  527563 BLACK  
XL 527564 BLACK
2XL 527565 BLACK

G
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STORQUE MOTO GLOVE 
This high-performance leather glove protects 
while giving you the optimal feel of the road. 
With D30 knuckle protection and added TPU 
sliders on the fingers, you’ll feel secure while 
reducing abrasion.

FEATURES:
- 100% leather palm
- D3O knuckle protection
- Added finger protection with TPU sliders
- Hook and loop wrist closure
- Woven easy pull tab

MEN’S - RETAIL $32.95
SM 527566 BLACK
M 527567 BLACK  
L  527568 BLACK  
XL 527569 BLACK
2XL 527570 BLACK
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 Special attention has been paid to cut and fit for ultimate comfort 

that keeps the journey going.

W O M E N ’ S

WOMEN’S KILIMANJARO 2.0 JACKET 
The Kilimanjaro™ 2.0 jacket is a high-end, waterproof, breathable 
performance shell jacket that creates the optimum micro-climate for 
your journey. Blending lightweight flexibility and abrasion-resistance, 
it keeps you protected without weighing you down.

FEATURES:
- Reflective panels on both front and back of jacket
- Removable waterproof liner 
- Adjustable pockets allow fine tuning of armor placement
- Adjustable collar 
- Two-position magnetic collar closure
- Intake and exhaust zip vents to regulate body temperature
- Action back design 
- Ergonomic jacket to pant zipper interface

TECHNOLOGY:
- SAS-TEC CE level 2 shoulder, elbow, and back protection 
- Constructed with 100% waterproof materials
- Designed for seamless integration with First Gear Heated Gear

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
-Two-way CNT8 YKK zipper gauntlet closure with zipper garage
-Interior drawstring waist pulls
-Hook and loop adjustments on waist, forearm, and biceps for secure fit
-Four exterior pockets - two chest, two hand
-Left hand pocket with pass through grommet for heated gear controller
-Two interior chest pockets

RETAIL $439.95
SM 525844 GRAY/BLACK
M 525845 GRAY/BLACK  
L  525846 GRAY/BLACK  
XL 525847 GRAY/BLACK  
2XL 525848 GRAY/BLACK  
3XL 525849 GRAY/BLACK  
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WOMEN’S KILIMANJARO 2.0 PANTS
The Kilimanjaro™ 2.0 pants give you protection and utility for every 
journey you take on. Designed to be worn either as over-pants or 
stand-alone pants, their high-end technical features keep you dry and 
comfortable. Perfect for touring, adventure touring and sport touring, 
you’ll feel confident no matter the elements.

FEATURES:
- Reflective panels on both front and side of pant
- Removable mesh bib
- Adjustable pockets allow fine tuning of armor placement
- Adjustable pant cuffs
- Stretch knee panels for max comfort and movement
- Intake and exhaust zip vents 
- Hip to cuff side zip with storm flap
- Ergonomic jacket to pant zipper interface 

TECHNOLOGY:
- SAS-TEC CE level 2 knee and hip protection
- Constructed with 100% waterproof materials
- Designed for seamless integration with First Gear Heated Gear
- Integrated boot gaiter

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:
- Hook and loop adjustment on calf and waist for secure fit
- Fly gusset with CNT8 YKK zipper
- Two waist pockets

RETAIL $379.95
6 525850 BLACK
8 525851 BLACK  
10  525852 BLACK  
12 525853 BLACK  
14 525854 BLACK  
16 525855 BLACK

18 525856 BLACK
8T 525857 BLACK  
10T  525858 BLACK  
12T 525859 BLACK  
14T 525860 BLACK
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RETAIL $65.95

RETAIL $75.95
SM 527571 BLACK
M 527572 BLACK  
L  527573 BLACK  
XL 527574 BLACK
2XL 527575 BLACK

SM 527576 BLACK
M 527577 BLACK  
L  527578 BLACK  
XL 527579 BLACK
2XL 527580 BLACK
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WOMEN’S TORQUE MOTO GLOVE 
This high-performance leather glove protects while 
giving you the optimal feel of the road. With D30 
knuckle protection and added TPU sliders on the 
fingers, you’ll feel secure while reducing abrasion.

FEATURES:
- 100% LEATHER PALM
- D3O KNUCKLE PROTECTION
- ADDED FINGER PROTECTION WITH TPU SLIDERS
- HOOK AND LOOP WRIST CLOSURE
- WOVEN EASY PULL TAB

RETAIL $32.95
SM 527581 BLACK
M 527582 BLACK  
L  527583 BLACK  
XL 527584 BLACK
2XL 527585 BLACK

WOMEN’S ATHENA SHORT GLOVE 
A shorter cut keeps you agile while offering warmth and 
shielding you from the elements. The Hipora system keeps 
out any rain or winter moisture while the extra padding 
and reinforced fingers add the protection you need. 

FEATURES:
- 100% leather glove
- 100% waterproof with Hipora system
- D3O padded knuckles
- Padded palm and back of hand
- Reinforced palm applique
- TPU sliders on the fingers
- Gauntlet closure with hook and loop
- Gathered stretch at wrist
- Reflective branding

WOMEN’S ATHENA LONG GLOVE 
The perfect combo of protection and insulation. This leather 
glove features a 3-layer Hipora membrane that keeps moisture 
out. Extra padding in the palm and back of hand and TPU sliders 
in the fingers add protection without weighing you down. The 
longer length gives you maximum coverage.

FEATURES:
- 100% leather glove
- 100% waterproof with Hipora system
- D3O padded knuckles
- Padded palm and back of hand
- Reinforced palm applique
- TPU sliders on the fingers
- Gusseted gauntlet closure with hook and loop
- Hook and loop wrist closure with gathered stretch
- Reflective branding
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HYPERION

HYPERION CARBON HELMET
Head out on your journey with confidence and style. The Hyperion helmet 
is built with a lightweight carbon fiber shell and scratch-resistant shield 
that keeps you protected from anything that comes your way.

FEATURES:
- Full carbon fiber shell
- Dual density EPS impact liner
- Two shell sizes, three EPS sizes
- Moisture-wicking removable liner
- Emergency release cheek pads
- Removable shield
-  High airflow ventilation system 
(five intake, six exhaust)

- DOT and ECE 22.05 certified

RETAIL $349.95
XS 446678 BLACK
SM 446679 BLACK
M 446680 BLACK  
L  446681 BLACK  
XL 446682 BLACK
2XL 446683 BLACK

We’re proud to introduce three brand new helmet models, meticulously designed for safety, comfort and style. Each feature dual-density EPS liners, emergency 

release cheek pads, removable shields and high airflow ventilation systems with closeable intake vents. Most importantly, they protect what matters most so 

you can focus on the journey ahead. All three helmets are DOT and ECE 22.05 Certified.

H E L M E T S
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HYPERION

RETAIL $349.95

VULCAN

AJAX
AJAX HELMET
We’re taking design further so you can go farther. The Ajax helmet is 
lightweight yet durable with a removable shield and visor. The moisture wicking 
lining keeps you comfortable while the bold silhouette stands out on the road.

FEATURES:
- Injection-molded abs shell
- Dual density EPS impact liner
- Two shell sizes, three EPS sizes
- Moisture-wicking removable liner
- Emergency release cheek pads
- Adjustable visor
- Removable shield
-  High airflow ventilation system 

(four intake, four exhaust)
- Closeable intake vents
- DOT and ECE 22.05 certified

VULCAN MODULAR HELMET
Conquer the next horizon with nothing to distract you. The Vulcan helmet’s slick, aerodynamic 
shell protects you from the elements while vents regulate your temperature to keep you cool 
while you put on the miles.

FEATURES:
- Injection-molded abs shell
- Dual density EPS impact liner
- Two shell sizes, three EPS sizes
- Moisture-wicking removable liner
- Emergency release cheek pads
- Adjustable visor

- Drop down sun visor
- Flexible rubber nose guard
-  High airflow ventilation system 

(four intake, two exhaust) with 
closeable vents

- DOT and ECE 22.05 certified

RETAIL $159.95
XS 446653 BLACK
SM 446654 BLACK
M 446655 BLACK  
L  446656 BLACK  
XL 446657 BLACK
2XL 446658 BLACK

RETAIL $143.95
XS 446684 BLACK
SM 446685 BLACK
M 446686 BLACK  
L  446687 BLACK  
XL 446688 BLACK
2XL 446689 BLACK
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Keep your feet warm, dry and protected as you head out for the long haul. 

Designed to be comfortable and resilient, our boots are reinforced where 

you need them yet still relaxed and flexible.

B O O T S

KATHMANDU BOOTS
Conquer any elevation with confidence. With durable, waterproof leather and 
reinforced ankle, heel and toes, they are built for protection and made to last.

PROTECTION:
- High wear resistant, waterproof and durable synthetic action leather upper 
- 100% waterproof membrane for all-weather performance 
- C.E. EN 13634:2017 rated protection 
- Injection molded front plate 
- Built-in protective shin plate, reinforcement in ankle, toe and heel 
- Rubber gear shift protector 
- Reflective inserts for night-time visibility 

UTILITY:
-Breathable mesh inner liner 
-Ankle flex zone for range of motion 
-Anti-slip rubber outsole 
-Buckle closure for easy entry 
-Hook and loop closure strap to secure fit 
-Removable EVA footbed

25

RETAIL $199.95
8 519170 BLACK
9 519171 BLACK  
10  519172 BLACK  

8 519176 BROWN
9 519177 BROWN 
10  519178 BROWN  

11 519173 BLACK  
12 519174 BLACK  
13 519175 BLACK

11 519179 BROWN
12 519170 BROWN
13 519171 BROWN
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TIMBUKTU BOOTS
Built for long rides, these boots keep out the elements and keep you protected. 
They are easy to strap on and go while giving you maximum range of motion.

PROTECTION:
- High wear resistant, waterproof and durable synthetic action leather upper
- 100% waterproof membrane for all-weather performance
- C.E. EN 13634:2017 rated protection
- Built-in reinforcement in ankle, toe and heel
- Rubber gear shift protector
- Reflective inserts for night-time visibility

UTILITY:
- Breathable mesh inner liner
- Ankle flex zone for range of motion
- Anti-slip rubber outsole
- Buckle closure for easy entry
-  Hook and loop closure strap to secure 

fit with TPR pull tab for easy grip

COASTAL BOOTS
Get a more casual look while staying dry and protected. These waterproof 
boots are made to last and keep you comfortable on your journey.

PROTECTION:
-High wear resistant, waterproof and durable synthetic action leather upper
-100% waterproof membrane for all-weather performance
-Built-in reinforcement in ankle, toe and heel

UTILITY:
-Anti-slip rubber outsole
-Breathable mesh inner liner
-Zip closure for easy entry
-Lace closure for secure fit
-Hook and loop closure strap to secure zipper
-Removable EVA footbed
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RETAIL $169.95
8 519182 BLACK
9 519183 BLACK  
10  519184 BLACK   

8 519188 BROWN
9 519189 BROWN 
10  519190 BROWN  

11 519185 BLACK  
12 519186 BLACK  
13 519187 BLACK

11 519191 BROWN
12 519192 BROWN
13 519193 BROWN

RETAIL $119.95
8 519206 BLACK
9 519207 BLACK  
10  519208 BLACK   

8 519212 BROWN
9 519213 BROWN 
10  519214 BROWN  

11 519209 BLACK  
12 519210 BLACK  
13 519211 BLACK

11 519215 BROWN
12 519216 BROWN
13 519217 BROWN



BIG SKY BOOTS
Get a more casual look while staying dry and protected. These waterproof 
boots are made to last and keep you comfortable on your journey.

PROTECTION:
-High wear resistant, waterproof and durable synthetic action leather upper 
-100% waterproof membrane for all-weather performance 
-Built-in protective shin, reinforcement in ankle, toe and heel
-Rubber gear shift protector 
-Reflective inserts for night-time visibility 

UTILITY:
-Breathable mesh inner liner 
-Ankle flex zone for range of motion 
-Anti-slip rubber outsole 
-Zip closure for easy entry 
-Hook and loop closure strap to secure zipper 
-Removable EVA footbed

PALISADE BOOTS
A sporty look with durable, waterproof protection. They lace up with 
a strap to keep the laces in place and your mind on the open road.

PROTECTION:
-High wear resistant, waterproof and durable synthetic action leather upper 
-100% waterproof membrane for all-weather performance 
-C.E. EN 13634:2017 rated protection 
-Built-in reinforcement in ankle, toe and heel 
-Reflective inserts for night-time visibility 

UTILITY:
-Breathable mesh inner liner 
-Anti-slip rubber outsole 
-Lace closure 
-Hook and loop closure strap to secure laces and fit 
-Removable EVA footbed
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RETAIL $129.95
8 519194 BLACK
9 519195 BLACK  
10  519196 BLACK   

11 519197 BLACK  
12 519198 BLACK  
13 519199 BLACK

RETAIL $119.95
8 519200 BLACK
9 519201 BLACK  
10  519202 BLACK 

11 519203 BLACK  
12 519204 BLACK  
13 519205 BLACK
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Made to be an extra layer of comfort under your jackets and pants in all weather 

conditions, these keep you warm and dry while allowing for maximum range of motion.

B A S E  L A Y E R S

MIDWEIGHT LONG SLEEVE
BASE LAYER SHIRT 
A heavier layer with zip control to wear under your protective 
gear. The medium weight and stretch material enhance comfort 
and keep you warmer under tougher conditions.

FEATURES:
-Midweight moisture wicking stretch fabric construction
-Quarter zip 
-Integrated thumb loop
-Flat lock stitching for increased mobility

LIGHTWEIGHT LONG SLEEVE
BASE LAYER SHIRT 
A thinner base layer to wear under your protective gear. It wicks 
away moisture and keeps you comfortable in lighter conditions.

FEATURES:
-Moisture wicking stretch fabric construction
-Integrated thumb loop
-Flat lock stitching for increased mobility
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RETAIL $39.95
SM 527598 DARK GRAY
M 527599 DARK GRAY  
L  527600 DARK GRAY   

XL 527601 DARK GRAY  
2XL 527602 DARK GRAY
3XL 527603 DARK GRAY 

RETAIL $59.95
SM 527586 DARK GRAY
M 527587 DARK GRAY  
L  527588 DARK GRAY 

XL 527589 DARK GRAY  
2XL 527590 DARK GRAY
3XL 527591 DARK GRAY  



LIGHTWEIGHT BASE LAYER PANTS
A lighter layer to wear under your protective gear, they 
help control heat and perspiration while the athletic fit 
gives you the range of motion you need. 

FEATURES:
-Moisture wicking stretch fabric construction
-Flat lock stitching to for increased mobility
-Form fitting for comfort and support

32
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MIDWEIGHT BASE LAYER PANTS
A heavier pant to wear under your protective gear for 
colder days. They keep you dry and warm while still 
having maximum mobility for the long haul.

FEATURES:
-Midweight moisture wicking stretch fabric construction
-Flat lock stitching to for increased mobility
-Form fitting for comfort and support

RETAIL $49.95
SM 527604 DARK GRAY
M 527605 DARK GRAY  
L  527606 DARK GRAY    

XL 527607 DARK GRAY  
2XL 527608 DARK GRAY
3XL 527609 DARK GRAY  

RETAIL $39.95
SM 527592 DARK GRAY
M 527593 DARK GRAY  
L  527594 DARK GRAY    

XL 527595 DARK GRAY  
2XL 527596 DARK GRAY
3XL 527597 DARK GRAY  



Take on any journey while staying warm and protected. Our redesigned heated product 

line will keep you comfortable on the road, no matter the elements. We’ve re-imagined the 

technology to safely control your temperature so you can focus on the next horizon.

H E A T E D  G E A R
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GENERATION 4 HEATED JACKET LINER
Our Heated Jacket Liner warm you in seconds and are designed to feel 
as if they’re not even there. The high tech, moisture wicking fabric with 
stretch side and back panels, keeps the garment tight against your body 
for optimal heat transfer while reducing bulk. It’s durable, hand washable, 
and extremely lightweight. 

Seven heat panels cover the chest, lower front, arms, collar and the upper 
& lower back to deliver more heat in more places than any other garment. 
The panels are soft and flexible carbon, shaped for maximum heat 
transfer. All this efficiency means less insulation and power is required to 
deliver and retain the desired heat.

FEATURES:

-  Form-fitting stretch fabric offers compression for optimal heat transfer 
to your body and action back flex panels for unrestricted movement 

-  Lightweight, non-coated shell minimizes bulk and maximizes 
breathability with a fleece inner collar for moisture-wicking properties 

-  Heat is generated on chest, upper and lower back, sleeves and collar to 
warm vital areas of the body 

-  Integrated glove plugs stow in their own zipped pockets when not in use. 
These coaxial plugs are engineered for the best connection possible.

-  Dual zone heating: may be used with either a 
Single or Dual Heat-troller™

-  This garment is designed to be plugged into a DC power source or 
battery pack 
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RETAIL $249.95
SM 527458 BLACK
M 527459 BLACK  
L  527460 BLACK  
XL 527461 BLACK  
2XL 527462 BLACK  
LT 527463 BLACK  
XLT 527464 BLACK  
2XLT 527465 BLACK  

WXS 527466 BLACK 
WSM 527467 BLACK  
WMD 527468 BLACK  
WLG 527469 BLACK 
WXL 527470 BLACK  
W2XL 527471 BLACK  
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MEN’S 

WOMEN’S 
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GENERATION 4 HEATED PANTS LINER
Our Heated Pant Liners are form fitting pants deigned for optimal heat 
transfer. This pant is durable, and extremely lightweight. It was designed 
with breathable, waterproof, stretch fabric that helps block wind all while 
managing moisture in the back. This pant has full range of movement for 
any activity and fits easily under outer garments. 

FEATURES:

- Moisture-wicking properties 

- Anti-bacterial fabric help minimize odor 

- Heat is generated over both thighs and knees and backside

- 48 watts of heat 

- Integrated sock plugs stow in their own zipped pockets when not in use

- Can be used with either a Single or Dual Heat-troller

MEN’S / WOMEN’S

RETAIL $199.95
SM 527472 BLACK
M 527473 BLACK  
L  527474 BLACK  
XL 527475 BLACK  
2XL 527476 BLACK    

WXS 527477 BLACK 
WSM 527478 BLACK  
WMD 527479 BLACK  
WLG 527480 BLACK 
WXL 527481 BLACK  
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HEATED RIDER CLASSIC GLOVES
Our Rider Classic Gloves feature I-Touch technology allowing you to use your touchscreen devices without taking your 
gloves off. These gloves are made from grade A top grain drum dyed cowhide. Our 3M Thinsulate technology works by 
trapping air molecules between you and the outside creating optimal warmth. 

FEATURES:
- Lined with heating coils throughout 
- Reinforced palm protection 
- Inside of glove constructed with waterproof membrane 
- 3M Thinsulate lining 
- Touchscreen enabled fingertip 
- Double heat in thumb 
-  Dual zone heating. May be used with either 

a Single or Dual Heat-Troller™

HEATED ULTIMATE TOURING GLOVES
The ultimate Touring Gloves feature I-Touch technology allowing you to use touchscreen devices without taking your 
gloves off. The gloves are made from Grade A top grain drum dyed cowhide. Our 3M Thinsulate technology works by 
trapping air molecules between you and the outside creating optimal warmth. The Ultimate touring glove has carbon 
fiber knuckle protection and reinforced Kevlar fingers giving you extra protection. 

FEATURES:
- Lined with heating coils throughout 
- Reinforced palm protection
- Waterproof membrane to help with perspiration
- 3M Thinsulate lining 
- Touchscreen enabled fingertip and squeegee on thumb panel 
- Carbon fiber molded knuckle protection 
- Kevlar reinforced fingers 
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MEN’S / WOMEN’S - RETAIL $149.95
SM 527430 BLACK
M 527431 BLACK  
L  527432 BLACK  
XL 527433 BLACK  
2XL 527434 BLACK    

WXS 527435 BLACK 
WSM 527436 BLACK  
WMD 527437 BLACK  
WLG 527438 BLACK 

MEN’S - RETAIL $169.95
SM 527439 BLACK
M 527440 BLACK  
L  527441 BLACK  
XL 527442 BLACK  
2XL 527443 BLACK    
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12V HEATED GLOVE LINER
Our Heated Glove Liners are warm, light and thin. This allows them to be used with any gloves or with the other heated 
gloves in our line. The Glove Liners plug into the Heated Jacket Liner & Heat Layer or can be used on their own. They fit 
under most winter riding gloves or work gloves.

FEATURES:

-  11 watts of heat (a draw of .7 amps at 13.8 volts) in each glove gives a nice warmth

-  Equipped with heat elements through all fourchettes keeping the thumb and fingers warm 

-  Comfortably thin form-fitting stretch-fabric minimizes bulk when worn under riding gloves 
and helps wick moisture 

-  Coaxial plugs are engineered for the best connection possible and are designed to be 
compatible with other heated apparel

XS           527444 BLACK
SM/MED        527445 BLACK
LG/XL              527446 BLACK
2XL                   527447 BLACK

RETAIL $89.95



12V HEATED LAYER SHIRT BATTERY PACK
Our 12v Heated Layer Shirt features our high tech, moisture wicking stretch 
fabric to optimize heat transfer. This shirt is durable and extremely lightweight. 
We use 7 heat panels. The heat is focused on the chest, arms, neck, upper back 
and lower back. Each zone is adjusted to fit the rider’s body. Our heat panels 
have soft and flexible alloy/silicon shape for maximum heat transfer. 

FEATURES:

-  Equipped with form-fitting stretch fabric, offering compression for optimal heat 
transfer to your body 

-  Stretch fabric is a durable light-weight fabric with moisture-wicking properties 
and an anti-bacterial treatment 

-  Heat is generated on chest, upper & lower back, sleeves and collar to warm vital 
areas of the body 

-  Integrated glove plugs stow in their own zipped pockets when not in use. 
These coaxial plugs are engineered for the best connection possible.

-  Dual zone heating: may be used with either a Single or Dual Heat-troller™

- This garment is designed to be plugged into a DC power source or battery pack
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MEN’S / WOMEN’S - RETAIL $189.95
SM 527448 BLACK
M 527449 BLACK  
L  527450 BLACK  
XL 527451 BLACK  
2XL 527452 BLACK    

WSM 527453 BLACK 
WMD 527454 BLACK  
WLG 527455 BLACK  
WXL 527456 BLACK 
W2XL 527457 BLACK 

RETAIL $79.95
XS 527482 BLACK
SM 527483 BLACK
M 527484 BLACK  
L  527485 BLACK  
XL 527486 BLACK  
2XL 527487 BLACK    

WOMEN’S MEN’S 
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12V HEATED SOCKS 
Our Heated Sock is made from micro fleece to warm the most common areas riders get cold, their feet. We 
reduced the bulk by using the latest in flat heat technology and focused on heel fit to make sure it’s seamless 
in the toe area. Hook up the socks to our Heat-troller through our Heated Pants or order our Long Y cable to 
power them alone. There are 9 watts of heat (a draw of .7 amps at 13.8 volts) in each sock.

FEATURES:

-  Equipped with heat elements to keep all toes warm

-  Comfortably thin form-fitting stretch-fabric minimizes bulk when 
worn in another sock layer or boots and helps wick moisture 

-  Coaxial plugs, engineered for the best connection possible, 
are designed to be compatible with other heated apparel
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SINGLE PORTABLE LEGACY HEATER

Plug in your garments for the ride. The troller is protected from shorts, overloads, reverse polarity, and 
water. It comes with a 32-inch Battery Harness with covered fuse holder. It uses the coax designed 
connector we developed with 16awg wire and a SPT-1 automotive grade over-mold that is designed for 
-40o F temperature.

527428 - RETAIL $69.95

DUAL PORTABLE HEATED TROLLER SET

Control multiple clothing items on one person* with this dual heat-troller. It comes with a 32-inch Battery 
Harness with covered fuse holder. The troller is protected from shorts, overloads, reverse polarity, and 
water. It uses the coax designed connector we developed with 16awg wire and a SPT-1 automotive grade 
over-mold that is designed for -40o F temperature. *not for controlling two rider’s sets

527429 - RETAIL $99.95

SINGLE REMOTE HEATED TROLLER SET

Allows for wireless control of your set. Comes with a 3-blink response to tell you it is working and uses 
2 AAA batteries for longer life. Designed to be protected from shorts, overloads, reverse polarity, and 
water. Comes with a 32-inch Battery Harness.

527426 - RETAIL $99.95

DUAL REMOTE HEATED TROLLER SET

Allows for wireless control of multiple clothing items on one person* with this dual heat-troller. 
The Remote has a 3-blink response to tell you it is working and uses 2 AAA batteries for longer life. 
Comes with a 32-inch Battery Harness. *not for controlling two rider’s sets

527427 - RETAIL $139.95

6” SAE CONNECTION TO COAX JACK ADAPTOR

Coax Jack Adapter Cable with 6 inches of 16 AWG wire with SAE connector. For plugging in clothing, 
use a Coax Plug to a SAE Heat-troller or SAE Battery Harness. This has the correct polarity. 

527490 - RETAIL $12.95
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6” SAE CONNECTION TO DC COAX PLUG ADAPTOR

Coax Plug Adapter Cable with 6 inches of 16 AWG wire with SAE connector. Used for plugging in a Coax 
Heat-troller to clothing with an SAE Connector. This will also work as an adapter on the battery tender unit 
to a coax battery harness.

527491 - RETAIL $12.95

BATTERY HARNESS 5FT W/ COAX CONNECTOR

Battery Harness 5 ft (1500mm) with COAX Connector, waterproof fuse holder, 15-amp fuse and dust cap. 
For motorcycles with the batteries placed far forward.

527489 - RETAIL $16.95

BATTERY HARNESS 3FT W/ COAX CONNECTOR

3 ft Power Harness with COAX Connector with waterproof fuse holder, 15-amp fuse and dust cap

527488 - RETAIL $12.95

LONG SPLITTER CABLE FOR GLOVES/SOCKS

The long splitter Y Cable for running gloves without our liner or socks without our pants. One side length is 
53 inches and the other is 45 inches.

527496 - RETAIL $16.95

18” BMW-STYLE PLUG COAX ADAPTORS

BMW Style Plug with 18 inches of 18 AWG wire to a Coax Jack. The BMW Plug is filled with sealant to keep 
the wires from coming out and to make it waterproof.

527495 - RETAIL $15.95
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To find more information on First Gear products and to check out our sizing guides, scan this QR code.
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